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Introduction
BUILD YOUR BRIGHT FUTURE
From launching the ﬁrst Artiﬁcial Intelligence Forecast Engine on the Blockchain, to
consistently launching products ahead of the schedule, BlockX AI Token stands for
excellence, commitment, and hard work. Our excellence and hard work is showcased
in our products and community support. Our commitment is seen in making available
our products and services affordable, so every person, rich or poor, can beneﬁt from
our work.
Data is the most valuable commodity in today’s world. Our team has developed, an AI
engine that functions on the blockchain using state-of-the-art Automated Machine
Learning (AML) and Natural Language Processing (NLP). AIEVE harnesses the power
of unstructured data by making sense out of the chaos. And her performance and
ability to generate proﬁts on investments has been demonstrated time and again in the
worst market conditions we have seen this year.
This document is an addendum to our white paper and we are going to talk about, our
products and services, and our plans for the future. The world of cryptocurrencies is
dynamic, therefore, our roadmap might see certain improvements and course
corrections. However, this is what we intend to do in the near future.
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H O W A R E T H E J A N U A R Y- I C O , T H E C C O PERIO DS AND THE LAST ICO/SALESPERIO D CO NNECTED
S M A R T C R Y P T O - S AV I N G S

To understand how the BOX ICO is working to the - ICO and the PRE-ICO
periods, let’s recapitulate the token sale phases as described in the white
paper. From the total maximum supply of One Quadrillion BOX, BlockX AI Token
has allocated 5% tokens to private-sale, 40% tokens for ICO, and total 55% tokens
for other phases (Fixed Liquidity: 20%, ICO Bounty: 5%, MKT Team: 5%, DEV
Team: 5% and rest of BOX ICO Burn (AT Listing): 20%).

At the end of each completed phase, we also burnt
unsold tokens.
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The ICO proceeded successfully. However, the market entered in a bearish phase,
from the months of December until today and institutional investors became wary
of any major investment in this space. The bear market as well as the volatility of
the cryptocurrencies might be the reason why the investments were not as
we expected.
To preserve the value of the token for the private sale investors, we made a decision
towards the end of January 2022, BlockX (BOX) provide some special great news for
them.
In order to manage our last token sale period in the best possible manner, we took
some tough decisions, regrouped and started the current ICO with a new strategy
to optimise the development of BlockX AI Trading products. And to offer
everyone the opportunity to participate and support this development, BlockX
decided the open this last sales-period as an “ICO” to all investors. To
ease investment, we reduced the entry to 0.5 BNB.

The rationale, processes and allocations for token burns every time we list on
exchanges we will brun BOX (BloxkX AI Token).
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W H AT D I D W E A C H I E V E S O FA R ?
As a reminder, BlockX AI Token is developing the first savings management platform,
using Artificial Intelligence and Automated Machine Learning, targeting the cryptocurrency market.
To elaborate, thanks to AIEVE, its Artificial Intelligence algorithm, BlockX AI Token
makes your investment in cryptocurrencies as secure as bank deposit. However, unlike
the bank deposit, our predictions can make your investments grow at a much faster rate
by anticipating big market moves and making strategic investments.
Advertising - Brands may advertise using billboards near, or in, high-traffic websites
platform to promote their products, services, and events. Some neighborhoods may
become virtual versions of Times Square in New York City. Additionally, brands may
position products and create shared experiences to engage with their audience.
Digital Collectibles - We expect users to publish, distribute, and collect rare digital
assets issued on the blockchain by their creators. Just as it occurs today in other crypto
worlds or through online forums, these digital assets will be traded inside this world
through the scripting system and be backed by the aforementioned naming system.
BLOCKX ownership is acquired through an BEP-20 token called BOX. This token will
serve to bring value into the network, and to acquire a new AI tool of trading. BOX can
also be used to purchase in-world goods and services. These financial incentives will
help bootstrap the utility value of the network until it independently attracts users and
developers.
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BlockX AI Token will also offer a variety of crypto-asset management products
for both individual users and institutions. The products have different degrees of
autonomy over asset management, that can range from completely autonomous
(suitable for users and investors) to highly customizable (suitable for professional
traders, larger corporations,

and

brokers

who

are

interested

in

providing

customized plans to their clients). The platform will allow monitoring and
management of crypto-assets in real time.

PRODUCT S
We have 3 products (smart contracts) powered by 3 versions of BOX(AI
trading tool) to offer.
Our first Product - BOX AI is the most flexible product by BlockX. It is targeted
specifically for all small level investors. It is an end to end smart contract accessible
through a smartphone app which will enable you to manage your crypto portfolio in
one place, using BOX AI trading, which are based on multiple parameters you can
choose:
- the users’ preferred risk-level
- the sector (crypto, technology, stocks, funds, etc.)
- the duration of your contract
BlockX AI Token is self-managed, and you can decide to use/follow BOX
AI Trading. Thanks to the application, you can trade on multiple exchanges in
one click, thanks to your BlockX-App!
Our second product, BOX AI Exchange is an end to end smart contract designed
specifically for large corporations and financial peoples. It provides a greater control
over the asset management parameters allowing financial institutions to use
brokers in delegation of management. Put in a simple way: BOX is BlockX AI
Token for institutions.
Finally, our third product, BlockX AI Metal Visa Card is an end to end smart
contract that integrates more than 137 algorithms features providing an
investor with security, stability, balance and serenity.
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The BOX Visa Card is a prepaid card. Broadly speaking, prepaid cards are the
same as debit cards. The difference is that debit cards are linked to your bank
account, but prepaid cards need to be topped up. In our case, you can top up using
bank account transfers, other credit/debit cards, or cryptocurrency.
You need to stake BOX tokens for a period of 180 days to apply for a BOX Visa
Card.
To do so, first sign up for a BOX App or Website account and complete our KYC
verification. Next, purchase BOX tokens and deposit them into your BOX Wallet in
the App. If you buy BOX directly in the App, then no action is required. The amount
of BOX depends on the card tier you’re applying for.

Besides the technical analysis, indicators and rating reports, all benefits available
on the Blockx AI Trading platform are already integrated into BOX AI Tools. BOX
will effortlessly do the trading for you, so you only need to choose your preferences
and enjoy the gains.
All these products use BOX , the AI- algorithm which forecast market prices. The 3
versions of BOX at a glance:
AskBOX : (released & live) is the first product on top of on Tool.
Through AskBOX BlockX is providing forecasts on the Top 14 coins, every minute,
24/7. All users can execute the trades manually. On the latest upgrade to version 5,
AskBox-predictions are for 15, 20, 25 and 30 minutes.
MYEVE : will be AskBOX, personalised, with additional features on top.
It will empower BlockX products, Trading and Exchange.

BELIEVE is THE product everybody is waiting for.
It will be the underlying product for BlockX product BOX
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RELEASE ROADMAP

TOKEN SALE OBJECTIVES
With the right products in development, the right people to propel the company forward,
we are now declaring our sales-period / ICO which did start on Nov, 2021. As a
reminder, BOX is the utility token on BlockX platform used to pay for the various
forecasts / trading of our Artificial Intelligence engine “ BOX ”
100% of all ever existing BOX tokens have been generated already, so there would be
no addition to the supply of the tokens. As shown before, unsold tokens have gradually
been burned out of the total supply. The corresponding token-burn will take place after
the sales-period in Q2 2022. Thus, unlike fiat currency, the demand for the BOX tokens
alone will determine the price on the market.
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For this last ICO sale we have allocated 40 Trillion tokens with a hard cap of 500$
Million . The rest of available tokens are provisioned for the bonus.
The price of the BOX is floored at 0.01Cent per token, corresponding to our hard cap
objective. If the price goes above 0.01Cent it will be set to the previous day's highest
price.

Our Values
We consider clarity of thought to be the single most important trait we look for in our
colleagues. We think about the message we want to deliver before we speak, and
know what is important and what is not. We are concise and articulate, putting effort
into making things simple and easy to understand.
We go beyond the surface to gain a deep understanding of every issue. We always
find a way to get things done with what’s available, but we are not shy about asking for
help when it’s needed. We believe that great ideas can come from anywhere,
regardless of seniority and experience.
We never give up, carry each other through hard times, and recognize grit in our
colleagues. We understand that building a world-changing company is a monumental
task, but we love every minute of it. We celebrate milestones together, recharge, and
get back to work.
We think big, take smart risks, and do things that have never been done before. We
are not afraid to make tough choices that align with our long-term objectives. We know
that it always seems impossible until it’s done.
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W H AT W I L L T H E R A I S E D F U N D S U S E D
FOR?
We have the same financial needs as expressed in the white paper. We adapt the funds
allocation, to take care of the amount actually raised during the December-ICO.
What these funds are used for
Supercomputer: We would be the first company to use a supercomputer on the blockchain
ecosystem. Guided by our supercomputer expert, Malik Cherif, who has already helped set
up the biggest supercomputers in France, our objectives for using the supercomputer are:
• Higher computational power to make forecasts more accurate, by analysing a huge
amount of data
• If some of the computing-resources remain unused, easy access to any other ICOs.

Security: Complex security solution to protect your investment and AIEVE
predictions from hacking.
Legal & accounting : Legal necessity of financial asset management, requiring
assessment by lawyers.
Technical improvement :

Finish

the development of our products,
web-application, test the iterations,
integrate and analyse more coins &
tokens,

develop

complementary

tools for the application (real time
analysis dashboard, etc.)
International marketing: Increase
the outreach internationally through
marketing campaigns and strategic
partnerships.
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About us

BUILD YOUR BRIGHT
FUTURE
www.blockx.ai

This White Paper has been edited by the BlockX team.
This White Paper is an addendum to the original white paper released in November
2021.
For short description of the project, please refer to BlockX pitch deck
For complementary analysis of BlockX market and financial forecast.
For global overview and vision, please refer to the sales deck.

